Why Hire Auburn University Graphic Design Students?

Highlights of the Program:

- AU Graphic Design has been ranked in GDUSA Top Graphic Design programs for the past four consecutive years.
- AU Graphic Design graduates have had at least one internship during their college career.

Industry Statements:

“Graduates of Auburn University’s Graphic Design program have been taught to understand how and why the decisions they make matter. They know the visual language they create has a purpose and goal. Graduates have learned to think first then, use the tools of design to solve problems. I believe they enter the workforce better equipped to look at design problems differently — to look beyond the obvious solution. In today’s environment where a thoughtful user experience is vital, these conceptual designers play a critical role.” - Angela Stiff, Copperwing Design, Montgomery, AL

Notable Employers of Graphic Design Graduates:

American Cancer Society  Kate Spade  MTV
Bloomberg L.P.  Johnson and Johnson  Neiman Marcus
Copperwing Design  Jonathan Adler  Purina
IBM  Lewis Communications  Showtime
ICON  L’Oréal  Sky Design Inc.
Dell  Martha Stewart  Target
FLOR  Microsoft Corporation  The Coca-Cola Company
Garden and Gun Magazine  Monocle Magazine  Time Inc